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Next Meeting

Friday 14 February 2003 at7.30 p.m.
at the
Robertson Gommunity Centre

our guest will be wally Abrahaffi, speaking on:

'ln the tracks of Robert Hoddle'

The talk will provide an account of selected early
19th century tracks and passes over the Macquarie
Mountains from the Tablelands to the Coast and
from the Illawarra to the Kangaroo Ground.
It will be illustrated with maps of the period
including Hoddle's own map of August 183 1.

The early sefflers saw what we now see as the local
escarpment from Mourt Murray to Saddleback
Mountain as a mountain range, which they called
the Macquarie Mountains. While what they called
Kangaroo Ground, we know as Kangaroo valley.

Prior to 1830 Robert Hoddle, a thirty-six year old
Englishman serving the Surveyor General Thomas
Mitchell, had surveyed the Shoalhaven widely.
In mid 1830 he was instructed to cut a bridle path .),,

from Bong Bong to Kiama Harbour. Wally ''-;l
Abraham will describe this great epic in his talk.

Wally Abrahaffi, an Architect and Town Planner,
has lived pennanently on the top of Saddleback
Mountain since 1983 beside one of the few built
sections of 'Hoddle's Road'. He has been active in
local government affairs and has contributed to
research into some aspects of local history, in
particular the dry stone walls of the Kiama
Hinterland.

All are welcome, please bring friends and
family. A light supper will be provided.

Portion of the map of the Colony of NSW,drawn by Major
Mitchell in 1834, showing in white line Robert Hoddle's
'Road from Bong Bong (top arrow) to Kiama Boat Harbour
(bottom arrow).

Another event of interest

Sunday 16 February 2003

Michael Organ, the newly elected Crreens

Member of Federal Parliament, will be addressing
a public meeting in Robertson on the topic

'Reconciliation lTreaty - the way forward?

Full details inside
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Committee Alews / Project lJpdates / lJpcoming REPS Events

Annual General Meeting
Thanks to all who patiently attended the AGM, the
meeting was relatively short. The retiring secretary,
Helen Tranter, was thanked and praised for her
tireless effions on behalf of REPS by the President.
Helen remains on the committee handing over
secretarial duties to a new committee member
Dennis Wilsor, (no relation to Anne). 'We welcome
Dennis who has recently moved to Robertson from
Canberra and, as a former public servant, will brirg
his organisational skills tolhe task.

Committee.
The REPS Committee elected at the AGM
comprises: President: Bob Mclnnes, Vice
President: Leon Hall, secretary: Dennis wilsor,
Treasurer: Anne Wilsor, Qsmmittee Member:
Helen Tranter, committee Member: Sandy Morse,
Commiffee Member and Talks Convenor:
Georgina Persse, Publicity officer: David Tranter,
Librarian: Jonathan Persse, Journal Editor:
Christine Godden, Supper Convenor: Bob
Mclnnes, Public Offrcer: Helen Tranter.

The Robertson Heritage Railway Station Sub-
Committee elected at the AGM comprises:
Clr Larry Whipper, Anne Wilson, Roy Freere,
Gratram Carpenter, David Tranter, Helen Tranter.

Donations
REPS thanks the following people for their
donations:

Railway Station Steering
Gommittee - News
REPS originally became involved in the railway
station project because of its standing as a local body
of recognised repute with a pool of expertise
interested in conserving the Robertson environrnent,
albeit Heritage rather than Natural. When REPS took
on the project part of the original plan was to set up a
community-based separate body to manage the
station in the long tem.

Now that most of the major works are complete we
have done just that. As announced at the AGM,

Robertson Heritage Railway Station lnc

has been formed. Its aim is:

To maintain, manag€, enhance and conserve the
Robertson Heritage Railway Station and precinct.

REPS has accepted the offer of Robertson Heritage
Railway Station Inc. (RHRSInc) to take over the day
to-day management and the fimction of the railway
committee is now to interface with and oversee the
new body while REPS still holds the sub-licence over
the railway property. RFmSInc is still in its
formative stage and curently its membership and
corlmittee is the REPS Railway station steering
committee, which will make the management
transition seamless.

State Rail (Heritage Office) has just appointed a
project manager to assist REPS in achieving a self-
sustainitrg, viable enterprise. Part of their brief
includes expanding the membership base so the
formation of the new association is also timely from
the property owner's point of view.

Wonderful shopping bags
REPS has found a greatreplacement for those
aurful plastic shopping bags. Made from parachute

silk by a Sydney craftsperson in gorgeous colours,
the 'Ecosilk' bags are strong, lighnveight, machine
washable, hold lots of shopping and pack down
into a tiny parcel about the size of your finger.

Given that the 'Plastic Bag Month of Action' is

coming up in March we are pleased to be able to
offer these bags to REPS members at only $13.95
each, which includes a small profit for REPS. They
make a great gift. If you would like to order one or
more please leave a message for
Georgina on 4886 4335.

J. & A. Beaumont
W. Chevalier
S. Hawick
O. Isherwood
A. Judell

P. Osterhaus
B. Rosenberg
R. J. Rowe
G. & R. Tassell
A. & J. Stiles
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:t; ;I(* tftReminder - your membership?
We have enclosed forms for members who have not
yet sent in their renewals. If you have sent yours in
the mean time, please ignore our reminder.

t
Mark your calendar
REPS talks for this year:
11 April 10 October
13 June 14 NovembGr - AGM
8 August Xmas Party - Dec - DAte TBA

Our April talk will sure to be of interest to all
members. It will focus on the Wingecarribee Swamp
and we have an expert (scientific) speaker lined up.
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Commiffee News / Project ttpdates / lJpcomrng REpS Events

National CommunityLink AWARD
A big crowd turned out at the Fettlers Shed for the
presentation to REPS of the z}}zNational
communiryLink volunteer Award for NSw, in the
category of environment, conseruation and heritage.
Sponsored by the National Bank, the award
recognises the contribution made by REPS volunteers
to the organisation and implementation of the
Robertson Heritage Railway project.

The fiurction took place on 4th December and the
presentation was made by the National Bank's Area
Sales Manager for South west Sydney and the
Southern Highlands, IvIr Harry Hills. Matt Brown
MP State Member for Kiama was present and an
apology was received from Joanna Gash Mp Federal
Member for Gilmore. The Council was represented
by Clr Larry Whipper.

The event began with val Mulcahy, an elder of the
Gundturgarra community, welcoming the group to
county. Then after all the qpeeches were made, a
cemificate and a cheque for $7500 were received by
Anne wilson, ttre Treasurer of REpS. Everyone
enjoyed a splendid morning tea,put on by the
Robertson Senior Citizens Association.

The award will go towards filther work on the
Railway statioru incltrding the universal toilet.
A leffer of appreciation has been sent to the National
Banlq through IvIr Hills.

Reconciliation / Treaty Event
on Sunday 16 February Michael orgrD, the newly
elected Greens Federal Member of Parliament will be
addressing a public meeting in Robertson on the
topic: 'Reconciliation/Treaty - the way forward?

wingecarribee Reconciliation Group invite REps
members and ftiends to affend a "Picnic Cuppa" on
the Village Commor, at the Railway Station precinct
between 5 and 6.30 pm. There will be a friendly
gathering, refreshments courtesy of Robertson
Senior Citizens, and a Welcome to Cotrrhry at the
Reconciliation Sculphre by local Aboriginal Elder
val Mulcatry, accompanied by the didgeridoo.

At 6.30 we will adjoin to the School of Arts, where
at 7 the public meeting will begin with 'Readings
From the Past', followed at7.3O by our guest
speaker Michael organ. Up to 200 people from the
coast and Highlarrds are expected to affend. It
should be a thought-provoking meeting: we hope to
see you there.

- David Tranter

David Tranter, Val Mulcahy, Anne Wilson holding
the certificate and cheque, and Helen Tranter.

REPS Treasurer Anne Wilson receives the Award
from Mr Harry Hills, NAB. Photos by Bob Mclnnes

History of Robertson Weekend

Saturday 1sth March & Sunday 16th March
10am - 4pm
at the Robertson Heritage Railway Station.

As well as the photographs on display at the Station,
much more Robertson history has been collected over
the last year and is now in photo albums, 3-ring
folders etc and this will be put on display for you to
browse through.

However, there is still a lot to learn. Does anyone
know where the Sanatoriun Hotel was located that
was burnt down in 1902? Perhaps you can identiff
a locality or put a name to a photograph - or perhaps
you might learn something about the street where
you are living.

It would be good to have a group of people
interested in Robertson history who could meet
occasionally and expand this collection. More
people means more contacts and more correct
information. - Helen Tranter
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Pol itical Issu€s - A Conyers ation

Introduction
With a State Election due in March, your Editor
thought it timely to look at some of the
environmental issues facing the political parties
and the candidates, and ultimately the electorate.
To do this I enlisted the help of Robert Pallin, local
resident of Jamberoo, and Chair of the Natue
Conservation Cowrcil of NSW.

ln preparation for this interview Rob sent REPS a
draft copy of A Clean Green Future, 2003 Election
Policy put out by the Nature Conservation Cowrcil of
NSW CNCC), Total Environment Centre, Australian
Conservation Foundation, National Parks Association
of NSW, ffid the Colong Foundation for Wilderness.

It is a comprehensive policy document, some 13,000
words in 25 pages of closely set type, covering five
themes:
l. Natural Ecosystem Health
2. Urban Ecological Footprint
3. Conservation Reserves
4. Public Panicipation and Good Environmental

Governance
5. Summary of Proposed Stronger Environmental

Institutions

I interviewed Rob on 2l September 2002.

lnterview

Editor: Rob - you are the chair of the Natue
Conservation Corxrcil. I understand it is an umbrella
goup, how many groups does it represent?

Rob: It represents about 140 conservation groups
throughout NSW ranging from small local interest
groups to large organisations such as the Youth
Hostels Association of NSW. To join NCC groups
need to have at least ten members, conservation as

one of their main aims, and generally agree with the
aims of the NCC.

Editor: Thanks for making A Clean Green Future,
2003 Election Policy to REPS, it is a very
comprehensive policy docunent. Was it difficult to
achieve a single policy position between so many
groups, or ire the issues so obvious that consensus is
relatively easy? What is the process to put together
such a comprehensive document?

Rob: To begin the process we contacted all member
groups and asked what th"y believed should be

included in the policy document. Yes, it is difficult
to get people to agree, and what is difficult is geffing
people to agree to what to leave out.

There are so many issues, it is a matter of deciding
which are the main Statewide issues rather than local
issues which, we believe, should be pushed by local
environment groups.

Different goups have different processes of
endorsing the Policy, for example the NCC must
have it endorsed by the annual conference in
October, whereas organisations such as the Total
Environment Centre just need the approval of their
Director.

Editor: It must be of great assistance to NSW
politicians and aspiring politicians to have one single
document which summarises so many different issues

from local to the big picture. Is A Clean Green
Future a'best case' wish list, or is it in your opinion,
an achievable set of outcomes?

Rob: We believe it is an achievable set of outcomes,
but perhaps not all of it at the next election.

Editor: Will the policy be sent to all candidates?

Rob: No, not to all candidates, the policy will
definitely be sent to all parties, ffid probably to all
existing politicians. Our aim is to have all parties
endorse this document as their party policy.

Editor: How long would it take for NSW to
implement all the suggestions in the docurnent?

Rob: Once a government committed to all the
suggestions in the document, it would probably take
them about two terms or eight years to achieve a

clean green NSW.

Editor: In what issues do politicians need the most
education? What issues do they seem not to
understand?

Rob: I would say that most politicians do not have
an adequate grasp of environmental issues and the

need to ensure the protection of the environment.
Some have a good understanding of individtral issues,

for example, forests and salinity issues, but most
have very little understanding of the necessity to
retain native vegetation.
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Political Issues r A Convers ation

Editor: Which issues are least understood by the

general public and people like ffie, just learning about

environmental issues?

Rob: Community lack of understanding or education

is a huge problem, because the politicians will follow
the people, if the people understand and make their
positions clear.

The media has a strong role to play in this. People

tend to become interested in environmental issues

once a local event or development affects them, then

they are exposed to other people and issues and learn

more about the big picture.

For example, people that get involved in their own
Landcare gfoups first learn their local weeds, then

tend to notice weeds and land degradation wherever
they go. Another example is people who are

interested in birds and bird watchitrB, or animal
lovers involved in animal rescues, who inevitably
become interested in habitats and habitat lost.

Editor: I have gone through the document trying to
choose a few sections to reproduce in Eucryphia that

would be of most interest to REPS members - which
areas do you thhk impact most on our local scene?

Rob: Well obviously catchments since so much of
the Robertson area is in an important catchment area.

ln general catchment management is improving but

we would like to see the Departments responsible

more accountable.

Bushfire is another area of interest locally. The NCC

is pushing for better cooperation between local
authorities and Rural Fire Service in ensuring that

developments ire not built in high and extreme fue-
prone areas. fuId that where developments are

already built in extreme areas that the Government

look at the economic benefits and costs of a buy-back
program of certain properties.

Recognition of volunteer gfoups is another important

part of the policy. I don't think REPS has ever

suffered the indignities of some volunteer groups in
our state. It is most firrstrating for people to put in
vohurteer effort to achieve something and then have a

Government deparffirent or local council destroy or

neglect what has been achieved, or worse still re-

invent the wheel.

But some of the structural changes suggested in
Clean Green NSW will have far-reaching benefits

across the state, and therefore also impact on your

arga.

For example, we are asking that the new

Catchment Blueprints should allow for adaptive

management in relation to new scientific
information. This means that as we learn more

about the environmental requirements for a
specific river, the Catchment Blueprint witl take

account of the new information and be able to

amend environmental flows in that river, without

the requirement for new legislation. This is

intendLd to allow the latest scientific information
to be used to protect the catchment without having

to wait for legislative changes to 'catch up''

AIso, another example is that better auditing of
how depar0nents, such as DLWC, carry out their

responsibilities under certain acts e.g. Native
Conservation Act. We believe this will lead to

better perfonnance and outcomes. At the moment

departments ire only responsible to themselves and

to their Minister in carrying out the requirements

of the acts.

Editor: OK Rob, I will include excerpts from

those areas. Thanks for making the whole

document available to us - it helps to give a big

picture on environmental issues in NSW, as seen

by the participating grouPs.

Rob: Nancy and I have been members of REPS

for many years. We don't get to as many meetings

as we would like, but we are really impressed by

the hands-on effectiveness of REPS. Keep up the

good work!

See next Page for PolicY excerqts.
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Excerpfs from'A Clean Green Future'

Note: The excerpts from A Clean Green Future, 200i Election Policy (see previous article) set
out below are reproduced for the interest of REPS members. No endorsement of the policy by
REPS or REPS members is implied. REPS is not a member of the Nature Conservation Council
of NSW - The Editor

1.1 Natural Ecosvstem health taroets

Each piece of the state's natural resour@ legislation has the capacity to set clear ecosystem health targets.
There are enforcement mechanisms for those few landholders who persist in breaking the law. The
legislation ensures that regional communities have a right to participate in the targets process for their local
area, and requires those targets to be consistent with state policy.

The NSW Government needs to set clear statewide targets. These targets must be specific, measurable,
achievable, relevant and set within a timeframe. They should be legally binding with clear agency
responsibility allocated.
lnitial targets are described below and a process of review is proposed through the Sustainability
Commission.

Note: please refer to stronger environmental institutions at Chapter 5.

1.1 .1 Catchment targets

Catchment blueprints to allow for adaptive management in relation to environmental
requirements and new scientific information, starting lrom2OO2
ldentify all lands that are managed beyond its environmentalcapability by 2O0r and remediation
undertaken and sustainable management plans implemented by 2006;
ldentify all lands that are at risk of exceeding its environmental capability 20O4 and remediation
undertaken and sustainable management plans implemented by 2006
100% littoralrainforest and75o/o stream bank vegetation rehabilitated with a minimum 50m
buffer by 2006.
Protection of existing riparian areas via a state environmental planning protection policy.

***

2.7 Bush Fire Management in Metropolitan and Rura! Urban Areas

lnappropriate fire regimes have been identified as the biggest threat to biodiversity in coastal and mountain
regions. The present situation is that urbanisation is resulting in an ever increasing amount of residential
development in fire prone bushland areas. As a consequenoe during major fires protection of life and
property is taking priority over fire suppression beca.qsp of the need to divert fire fighters to residential areas
(Report of JSC lnto Bush Fire,2022). The followinglQcV initiatives are required.

2.7.1. lmplementation of effective building and development controls to prevent the inappropriate
location and /or construction of structures that pose a risk to life and property in fire prone areas.

2.7.2

2.7.3 Localcouncils to be mandated to consult the Rural Fire Service in relation to all developments in fire
prone areas;

2.7.4 The Rural Fire Service to have a veto power to prevent inappropriate developments that have been
identified as being of extreme risk (due to vegetation type, topography, accessabilig, etc).

Urban and rural-residential developments to be prohibited in high and extreme fire prone areas;
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Excerpts from'A Clean Green Future'

2.7.5 PlanningNSW, the Rural Fire Service (RFS) and the Local Govemment and Shires Association
(LGSA) to be required, in partnership to:

develop an effective incentive scheme to enable all home owners in bush fire prone
areas to have their houses assessed for bush fire vulnerability;

(ii)

(i)

(iii)

where appropriate, such householders to be advised on the specific needed structural
changes to their built environment so reduce their vulnerability to property damage;and
where necessary, such householders to be enabled to gain acoess lo incentive finance
(including the use of rate rebates, insurance discounts, revolving funds and other
innovative fiscal instruments); and in addition

2.7.6 PlanningNSw, RFS and the LGSA to investigate the economic benel?fs and cosfs of a buy-back
program in areas of very high fire risk.

2.7.7 lncreased funding, resourcing and agency intervention to ensure effective government support for
community fire management projects including environmental assessment, community engagement,
mapping technology and rehabilitation, through funding, resourcing and agency intervention.

2.7.8 Asset Frotection Zones to be established on private not public lands wherever possible in
existing developments with such zoning reflected in DCPs and LEPs.

2.7.9. All new developments to be mandated by law to establish the Assef Protection Zone on private land.

***

5.4 CommuniW Involvement for Sustainabilitv

The NSW Government needs to create a climate of true partnership with community volunteers:

5.4.1 Objective,s of Community lnvolvement

lncrease the number of community volunteers participating in environmental activity;
Maximise value (quality and quantity) for environmentalworks, rehabilitation or improvement
from available funds and resources;
Empower the community to gain skills, knowledge, enjoyment and satisfaction from voluntary
activity;
All activities with Agencies, Councils and NHT are to be on the basis of true partnerships of
equals not master/servant relationships;
Minimise the impact on the environment from development and human practices.

Principles in respecting the efforts of volunte.ers

- Volunteer contributions are to oe nurtu?drii respected, encouraged and acknowledged, rather
than taken for granted, exploited or assdmed.

- Community involvement is to be more than just token representation on steering committees.
- Core project costs of community groups ( including full costs of project administration and

reporting to government) to be guaranteed - timing of delivery of cheques to be guaranteed.
- ln kind support by community is only to be credited to community organisations and their

members - government (agencies and councils) may not to claim community contribution.
- Government agencies or councils are not able to establish fake .NGO" groups;
- Community has the choice of urhere and when to work and all volunteer effort should be

supported.

5.4.2
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Gum - Book Review

Standing on a path near Botany Buy, Ashley Hay
begins her story of eucalypts and some of their
diverse and interesting champions. A beautifully
told, evocative, informative and at times lyrical story
which starts with the D'harwawal people's seven
warriors, seven kinds of eucalypt.

cook, Banks, Solander, Parkinson and others are
here, recording and collecting, and botanising and
painting all the way back to Europe with their
wonderftrlly exciting specirnens. Through the eyes of
settlers, artists, surveyor and botanists who follow
(Lewin, Major Mitchell, von Mueller ... ) Ashley
Hay traces more acctrate depictions of the gum, first
described because of the oozing gum.

This great genus, by now named Eucalyplru enters
more deeply into the affections of Australians young
and old through the work of May Gibbs with her
grrmnut babies and the widely reproduced paintirrgs
of Hans Heysen, not to mention the remarkable
odyssey of engine-driver Stan Kelly, to paint every
OIIE.

There is a fascinating chapter on the work of Max
Jacobs at the Forestry School in Canberra, and the
tremendous push after the Second World War to
plant eucallpts in many cotrntries - with varying
degrees of success. Ftrrttrer, the growing demand for
pulp, the increased focus on the old growth forests
and the dedicated work of Milo Dunphy and Geoff
Law among others.

In the second last chapter there is a return to the land
beyond time to deal compellingly with the long and
close relationship between eucallpts and fire, and the
fact that their very fireyness is intrinsic to their
beauty. And Phil Koperberg, speaking after last
suurmer's fires in NSW:
"The thing that frustrates me most is the failure of the
broader corrmtrnity, although not universally so, to
recognise that fire is not only part of our ecology . . .

but has (over millions of years) ... shaped our
ecology. 'We expect everything to change simply
because we're here."

After the conflagration, as ever, a gentle note, - soft
colours, regrowth and a tantalising mention of the
possible ramifications of DNA studies for firttrer
work on the definition of the eucalypts.

The umo{phous blue hazn of far off eucallpt forests
belies the richness and variety of form, of the delicate
interchange of light and shade. Recording and
naming are some ways of grappling with living

among these trees. Of a newly planted stand near
Sydney's Botanic Gardens, Ashley Hay writes:
"...a hundred new forest red gums have been planted
.. i sprouted from seeds taken from a tree that stood
before Phillip, before eucalWtrrs, before Australia."

And finally:
"In all the stories, though, you find one set of words:
adaptable, diverse, tenacious, interactive,
opportunistic, unique. Take them for these people,
this place. Take them for the trees."

Gum by Ashley Huy, is published in paperback by
Dufff and Snellgrove, 2002.

- Georgina Persse

Up-coming Environmental Events
2003 is the International Year of Freshwater

Clean Up Australia Day
Plastic Bag Month of Action
World Day for Water
World Environment Day

Seelry'wlry. ea. gov. au/events

Saturday 2 March
3 - 30 March

22March
Thursday 5 June
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Blackwood Wattle Seeds
You may have noticed there is a bumper crop of
seedpods on many of the Acacia melanorylon trees
this year. Collect them while you can, as this does
not happen every year. The seeds keep well. Our
local area is best regenerated using seeds from our
local trees. - Helen Tranter

Birdscaping Your Garden
Workshop - Saturday 22 February 8 am
at the Robertson Community Centre
Let avifatmal expert Tony Sawrders treat you to a
delightful bird walk and presentation of the art of
birdscaping your garden. RSVP essential for
brtmch. Phone Michelle Bond
(Bushland Co-ordinator) on 4868 1466

Contact REPS
All who ire interested in supporting our aim are
welcome to join REPS. Our aim is to promote the
preservation and enhancement of the Robertson
environment. 'We welcome contact with individtrals
and other community groups.

Please contact: The Secretary, PO Box 45,
Robertson NSW 2577.
Phone (Public Officer Helen Tranter) 4885 1394


